Finding the precise correspondence between lattice operators and the continuum fields that describe their long-distance properties is a largely open problem for strongly interacting critical points. Here we solve this problem essentially completely in the case of the three-state Potts model, which exhibits a phase transition described by a strongly interacting 'parafermion' conformal field theory. Using symmetry arguments, insights from integrability, and extensive simulations, we construct lattice analogues of nearly all the relevant and marginal physical fields governing this transition. This construction includes chiral fields such as the parafermion. Along the way we also clarify the structure of operator product expansions between order and disorder fields, which we confirm numerically. Our results both suggest a systematic methodology for attacking non-free field theories on the lattice and find broader applications in the pursuit of exotic topologically ordered phases of matter.
Introduction
A major triumph of theoretical physics was the precise understanding, via the renormalization group, of how lattice models of statistical mechanics are described by continuum field theories at and near critical points. In 1+1-dimensional quantum critical points with linear dispersion and two-dimensional classical systems with rotational invariance, all fields and their exact scaling dimensions often can be identified precisely by using conformal field theory (CFT) [1] . Once one identifies which particular CFT describes a lattice model of interest, it is then possible to utilize powerful non-perturbative techniques to do many exact computations. Moreover, certain modelscalled integrable-allow exact computations to be performed even away from criticality [2] .
Despite the many successes of this approach, the connection between the original lattice formulation of a theory and its continuum counterpart is often difficult to make precise. One question that frequently arises is the following: Given some microscopic operatorÔ, what is its expansion in terms of continuum fields at criticality? When a CFT describes the continuum limit, we can turn the question on its head and ask: Which combination of lattice operators yields a particular continuum field as the lowest-scaling-dimension component in such an expansion? The former admits a unique answer, but the latter does not.
These questions are essential to understand for many applications involving critical phenomenae.g., extracting correlation functions of physical quantities or perturbing critical points with specific microscopic operators. Yet the answers are surprisingly incomplete given the vast body of literature on critical systems. Resolving the connection between lattice operators and chiral continuum fields has proven especially difficult. Here the additional challenge derives from the fact that a chiral operator on the lattice is, by definition, non-local.
One reason chiral operators are particularly interesting is because of the many formal connections between chiral fields in CFT and anyons in topologically ordered systems. Although it may naively seem as if studying a lattice model is not necessary to analyze an elegant continuum theory, one central point of this paper is that this exercise not only results in a great deal of intuition into the problem, but also uncovers deep results. For example, the lattice analogues of certain local fields in minimal CFTs are given in terms of single-site operators using the modular S matrix of topological field theory [3] . In fact, this analysis of Pasquier's resulted in his discovery of a special case of the Verlinde formula [4] before Verlinde! The Ising model comprises one of the few examples where the lattice/continuum correspondence is essentially completely understood. Here there are only two non-trivial relevant local operators, the spin and energy fields, which respectively possess scaling dimensions 1/8 and 1. Symmetry alone allows one to relate their 'ultraviolet' and 'infrared' manifestations. For example, the spin field is the most relevant operator that is odd under the symmetry corresponding to a global spin flip. Thus the operator measuring the spin at a lattice site has the spin field as its leading contribution in the continuum limit. The lattice analogue of the energy or "thermal" field is found simply by noticing that perturbing the 2d classical Ising model off the critical point by changing the temperature preserves the spin-flip symmetry. The only symmetry-preserving relevant operator is the energy field, so the lattice expression can be extracted directly from the action (or Hamiltonian in the quantum spin-chain case). The most interesting chiral operators in the Ising model, the leftand right-moving componentsψ and ψ of the free-fermion field, are also well understood. These non-local operators are obtained by the so-called Jordan-Wigner mapping [5] , and can be elegantly understood as a product of spin and disorder operators [6] . A simple consistency check on these relations follows from the fact that the energy field is the product ψψ.
Unfortunately, analogous results are not so simple to obtain for more general models, even using very sophisticated techniques. One source of new ideas has come from the mathematical physics/probability community, where there has been a great deal of interest in understanding lattice chiral operators. In the context of two-dimensional classical lattice models, they are known as discrete holomorphic operators. One reason for the interest is the potential that these can be used to rigorously prove that a given lattice model turns into a particular CFT in the continuum limit, a strategy successfully used in the Ising case [7] . Another reason is that demanding an operator be discrete holomorphic in many cases provides a simple way of finding integrable models [8] . In fact, using considerations from topological field theory it is possible to find a general method for constructing discrete holomorphic operators of this type [9] .
It turns out, however, that such definitions are typically not sufficient to fix lattice operators precisely. The field theory admits multiple operators that behave similarly under discrete rotations; in CFT language such operators possess conformal spins differing by integers. A given lattice operator will then represent some linear combination of these continuum operators, and it is not a priori obvious how to separate the constituent pieces. In the Ising case, the fact that the chiral fermions are non-interacting makes it possible to find additional constraints sufficient to determine the precise connection between lattice and continuum. In interacting cases, it has not been so. For example, the equations usually solved for discrete holomorphicity in classical models typically amount to lattice versions of only half the Cauchy-Riemann equations.
One of our main results is showing how in a non-free field theory we can overcome this obstacle and precisely identify chiral lattice operators. The example is the famed three-state Potts modelwhich provides a very natural generalization of the Ising model in some respects, but is strongly interacting. The three-state Potts model generalizes the Ising model by replacing the variable on each site by a three-state "spin". With ferromagnetic nearest-neighbor interactions, the model is ordered at low temperatures and remains disordered at high temperatures, as with Ising. A non-trivial critical point separates the two phases, and the Z 3 "parafermion" CFT describing the continuum limit is well understood [10] . The naming arises because the CFT includes a chiral parafermion field -a Z 3 analogue of the chiral fermion in Ising, with similar algebraic structure but without the feature that makes the model easily solvable. Likewise, the associated quantum lattice Hamiltonian, given in (1) below, can be rewritten in terms of lattice parafermion operators [11] .
As the lattice parafermion operator and CFT parafermion field share common symmetry properties, it is natural to expect that taking the continuum limit of the former recovers the latter. We show, however, that the actual correspondence is more subtle. On symmetry grounds one can not exclude the possibility that another continuum operator will also appear in an expansion of the lattice parafermion [12] ; see Sec. 5 for a detailed discussion. In fact, this "correction" field turns out to exhibit a smaller scaling dimension than the parafermion field and thus, surprisingly, provides the dominant contribution to the expansion! We construct a precise linear combination of lattice parafermion operators for which this contribution cancels, leaving the chiral parafermion field as the leading piece. Arguments invoking symmetry and integrability allow us to similarly infer the lattice analogues of many other continuum fields. We confirm these identifications by applying density-matrix renormalization group (DMRG) simulations to numerically compute twopoint functions and hence the scaling dimensions of these lattice operators. The DMRG method is particularly well-suited to this problem since it enables essentially exact computations for groundstate properties of one-dimensional quantum systems; in all cases we obtain perfect agreement with expectations based on our CFT-field correspondence.
These findings further solidify the connection between the lattice model in Eq. (1) and the parafermion CFT. Numerous other implications, however, also follow. On a formal level, our analysis clarifies the structure of operator product expansions in the CFT-particularly those that involve the parafermion fields, where in Sec. 6 we identify an omission in previous results. Furthermore, just as the Ising model has been instrumental in constructing phases that support Ising non-Abelian anyons, so too has the three-state Potts model been central to accessing phases with more exotic anyonic content. Read-Rezayi quantum Hall phases [13] provide a classic example where parafermions play a key role. More recently, Teo and Kane introduced a coupled-chain construction of Read-Rezayi states by hybridizing counterpropagating parafermion fields from adjacent critical chains. Inspired by their work, the present authors and other collaborators [14] introduced a superconducting analogue of the (Z 3 ) Read-Rezayi phase by weakly coupling critical Potts chains. Such a system can be 'engineered' in Abelian quantum Hall/superconductor hybrids that localize lattice parafermion zero modes [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20] . This phase is remarkable in that it supports Fibonacci anyons-which possess universal braid statistics-yet is built from well-understood Abelian phases of matter. Some of the relations derived here were first quoted in Ref. [14] ; indeed, the expansion of the lattice parafermion operators that we elucidate below proved key to the entire analysis. The present manuscript thus puts these earlier results on firmer footing and greatly expands them. We expect the methodology pursued here to enable similar progress in other lattice systems, possibly paving the way to constructions of still more exotic two-dimensional phases of matter from critical chains.
whether the adjacent spins are the same or different, this is known as the q-state Potts model. In an isotropic system, there is then just one coupling, which can be taken to be the temperature. With ferromagnetic interactions, the model orders at low temperatures and remains disordered at high temperatures, as with Ising. Also as with Ising, there is a duality symmetry exchanging high and low temperatures, and the phase transition occurs at the self-dual point. As opposed to Ising, however, this phase transition is first order for q > 4 [21] . There does occur a self-dual critical point in a q-state model when the S q symmetry permuting the spins is broken down to Z q . This "parafermion" [11] critical point is integrable [22] . However, moving away from the critical temperature while preserving the Z q symmetry breaks the integrability except for the Ising case q = 2, although the field theory describing the scaling limit near the critical point does remain integrable [23, 24] . Much of what we say in the following has an analogue for general q, but there the fine tuning necessary to extract the physics of interest is considerable. We therefore will confine our analysis to the three-state Potts model.
The Hamiltonian and the spin operators
It is both intuitively and technically convenient to study the physics of the three-state Potts model by taking an anisotropic limit where the system can be described by a quantum Hamiltonian. Taking this approach also has the advantage of making direct contact with the physics discussed in Ref. [14] . The Hilbert space for an L-site chain is (C 3 ) ⊗L , i.e., a three-state system at each lattice site. The S 3 symmetry permutes the three orthogonal basis states on each site. The Hamiltonian for the three-state Potts quantum chain is
Throughout we assume J, f > 0. The operatorτ a shifts the spin on site a ∈ Z, whileσ a measures its value. Precisely, denoting the three states by A, B and C, the operators on a particular site can be written asσ
where ω = e 2πi/3 . These operators obey the algebrâ
For J > f the ground state forms a ferromagnet that spontaneously breaks the S 3 symmetry, while for f > J a disordered paramagnetic phase arises. At the phase transition point J = f the system is critical; we defer discussion of its critical properties to the next section. Equation (1) exhibits a number of symmetries that play an important role throughout this paper. On an infinite chain (or a chain with periodic boundary conditions), the Hamiltonian preserves simple translations that shift theσ a ,τ a operators by one site. The Hamiltonian's full S 3 permutation symmetry can be usefully decomposed into a Z 3 symmetry-which cyclically permutes |A , |B and |C -and a unitary 'charge conjugation' operation C that swaps |B ↔ |C . The Z 3 symmetry is generated by
and transforms operators according toÔ → QÔQ † . In particular, we havê
One can therefore say thatσ a carries 'charge' Q 3 = 1 under Z 3 whereasτ a is neutral. Charge conjugation C acts on operatorsÔ via
whereĈ aσaĈa =σ with the roles of J and f swapped. Hence we can define the duality transformation
which is an additional symmetry of the Hamiltonian at the critical point J = f . symmetry (present even for J = f ) generated by Q dual = bν † b . This symmetry acts on the dual operators according tô . For an infinite chain, one can interpret this transformation as a phase applied toτ ±∞ (since here Q dual ∼ σ −∞σ † +∞ ). For a periodic chain, the transformation can instead be thought of as acting on the space of boundary conditions. Importantly, the duality mapping exploited above is not unique. Instead of defining the disorder operator in terms of a string ofτ a 's emanating to −∞, we can of course also choose the opposite convention withμ
This 'primed' disorder operator creates a domain wall by cycling the spins to the right of bond b, and relates to the disorder operator defined earlier viaμ b = Qμ b . Despite the reversed string orientation inμ a , the operatorν a that winds the (dual) spin measured byμ a is again defined as in Eq. (9) , and the relations (10) hold true withμ replaced byμ . Consequently there is an alternative duality transformation which satisfies
This alternative duality is simply a mirror version of our earlier definition: transformations. (Lattice translations are suppressed since they act trivially on all operators.) Note that parity swaps the two types of disorder operatorsμ a andμ a . This fact will become important in Sec. 5.
Lattice parafermions
The easiest and most powerful way of analyzing the Ising model is to rewrite the transfer matrix/quantum Hamiltonian in terms of Majorana fermion operators. One elegant way of defining these lattice fermions is by taking the product of adjacent order and disorder operators [6] . The resulting fermionic Hamiltonian is of considerable interest in its own right (particularly when the fermions themselves comprise the physical degrees of freedom), providing a simple but profound example of a topologically nontrivial phase [25] .
Parafermions in the three-state Potts model naturally generalize the Majorana fermions in Ising. These operators are obtained by performing a Fradkin-Kadanoff transformation [11] analogous to Operator
Using properties of the original Potts-model operators and their duals, it is straightforward to derive the following relations,β
β R,bβR,c = ω
Henceβ R/L comprise Z 3 generalizations of Majorana fermion operators. It is particularly noteworthy that theβ's do not anticommute off-site, but rather swapping their order acquires a phase factor of ω (or ω 2 ). One can also use the symmetry properties ofσ a ,τ a to back out the transformations of β R/L under the two Z 3 symmetries, as well as C, P, and T . Table 1 summarizes the results. Notice that both parity and time-reversal swap the right and left parafermion representations, hinting that such operators are related to chiral fields in the continuum limit. Understanding the properties of the parafermion operators under duality is essential to the following analysis. Deducing these properties requires some care because, for example, even though the two factors inβ R,2a−1 =μ † a− 1 2σ † a act on separate sites and commute, their duals under D overlap on site a and fail to commute. One therefore must define how duality acts on products of operators. We require that
• the duality operator D be linear;
• ifX and D[X] are local operators, then duality is distributive over multiplication, i.e.,
• D 2 amounts to translation by one Potts-model site.
Using these conditions, we find that 2
2 For instance, our requirements on duality imply the following,
Hence
which may be summarized succinctly
. Applying similar logic for the left parafermions yields
Both transformations are obvious in hindsight, as swapping even and odd parafermion sites interchanges the J and f terms in the Hamiltonian (18), precisely as duality should. Determining the action of D on left parafermion operators or D on right parafermion operators is more complicated, but the full results appear in Table 1 .
3 The Z 3 parafermion conformal field theory
When the Hamiltonian (1) is tuned to the ferromagnetic critical point with f = J-which we assume hereafter-its long-distance physics is described by a well-studied conformal field theory [1] known as the three-state Potts or Z 3 parafermion CFT [26] . For brevity we often call this the Z 3 CFT (although the theory exhibits a full S 3 permutation symmetry). Conformal symmetry is infinite-dimensional in 1+1 dimensions, and so the resulting constraints allow many properties to be understood exactly. In this section we review some properties of the Z 3 CFT. We also describe how one can deduce the behavior of the many interesting fields under the Hamiltonian's discrete symmetries.
Primaries
The Z 3 CFT has central charge c = 4/5 [26] and is a rational conformal field theory. The fundamental characteristic of a rational conformal field theory is that all the operators/states of the theory can be expressed in terms of a finite set of operators dubbed primary fields. That is, every state in the Hilbert state may be constructed by acting with a primary field and the generators of the (possibly extended) conformal algebra.
With appropriate boundary conditions, the left-and right-moving conformal symmetries are independent. When space-time is written in terms of complex coordinates, the corresponding generators are the holomorphic and antiholomorphic parts of the energy-momentum tensor, respectively. Thus one can decompose any field into representations of these independent symmetries. A given field therefore can be characterized by left and right scaling dimensions (h,h), so that its total scaling dimension is h +h while its conformal spin is h −h. Local fields possess integer conformal spin and exhibit correlators that remain invariant under 2π rotations; parafermions (and fermions for that matter) do not represent local fields in this sense.
The Z 3 CFT supports additional spin ±3 currents denoted W and W . It is then useful to extend the usual conformal (Virasoro) algebra by these generators to obtain what is known as the "W 3 algebra" [27] . This is the simplest non-trivial CFT with this symmetry algebra. Fortunately, for our purposes here the intricacies of the extended algebra are largely unimportant. All we need to know is the list of primary fields and that the field content can be generated by operator product expansions (OPEs) of the primaries with the left-and right-moving stress-energy tensors T , T , and with W , W . The "descendant fields" obtained in this fashion yield all the operators/states in the theory.
The chiral building blocks of the fields are known as primary chiral vertex operators [28] ; we call these chiral primaries for short. All primary fields, both local and non-local, can be built from linear combinations of products of chiral and anti-chiral primaries. It is important to note that in any conformal field theory other than that of a free boson, this decomposition is non-trivial. Some of the fields are not simply the product of holomorphic and antiholomorphic fields; they are the sum of such products.
The six local primary fields of the Z 3 CFT have long been known [29] . A set of local fields has the property that all their correlators remain unchanged under 2π rotations of the system; i.e., their conformal spin h −h is an integer. For a given CFT, there is not a unique such set. As with the Ising model [1] , in parafermion theories one can form a set of local fields containing either the spin or the disorder field, but not both: the OPE of the two contains fractional powers of z [cf. Eq. (25)]. By convention we view the spin field as local. This choice uniquely determines the set of local primaries, which we denote by 1, s, s † , E, ψψ, and ψ †ψ † .
There is of course the identity field, labeled 1. The spin fields s(z, z) and s † (z, z) each have dimensions (1/15, 1/15), and represent the scaling limit of the spin operatorsσ a ,σ † a described above. Charge conjugation C interchanges them, so they form a doublet under the S 3 symmetry. The energy field E(z, z) possesses dimensions (2/5, 2/5). Perturbing the critical theory by this field describes the scaling limit of the three-state Potts model away from criticality with f /J = 1 [26] . We denote the chiral primaries comprising s(z, z) as σ; a full labeling includes the fusion channels [28] , but we will not need this information. We likewise label the chiral primaries that are part of s † and E by σ † and , respectively. Analogously, the antichiral primaries are labeled asσ,σ † , and . As opposed to the spin and energy fields, the remaining two primaries of conformal spin zero split into a simple product of holomorphic and antiholomorphic fields. It is thus convenient to denote them in terms of this product as ψψ and ψ †ψ † . The chiral components are the holomorphic "parafermion" fields ψ, ψ † , each with dimensions (2/3, 0), and their antiholomorphic cousinsψ,ψ † which have dimensions (0, 2/3) [10] . While the parafermion fields are closely related to the scaling limit of the lattice parafermion operators described in the previous section, we will show later that this relationship is more subtle than one might naively anticipate. Identifying the precise connection between such lattice and continuum operators is the central goal of this work.
We stress that σ, σ † , and are not physical fields, in the sense they cannot be realized separately by local or semi-local lattice operators in the three-state quantum Potts chain. For this reason expressions like σσ are deceptive (though sometimes used in the literature). Instead we write
On the other hand, ψ and ψ † are physical fields arising from the operator product expansion of the spin s and disorder µ fields, each of which can be realized on the lattice. This is why we can safely express the remaining local primaries as ψψ, and ψ †ψ † .
It is worth noting that there is still a finite number of primary fields here even if the symmetry algebra is not extended. These primary fields occur in the c = 4/5 CFT with the "diagonal" modular invariant [29] . This CFT describes the continuum limit of another lattice model sometimes known as the tetracritical Ising model, or the A 5 model in the nomenclature of [30] (the three-state Potts model corresponds to D 4 ). The two CFT's are related by an orbifold [31] , which on the lattice amounts to a generalization of Kramers-Wannier duality [32] . A nice illustration of the relation between these CFT's is given by constructing a field Φ X using the OPE of the energy field E(z, z) with the spin-3 current W (z). Precisely,
where E 1 and E 2 are (known) constants [27] . The field Φ X carries dimensions (7/5,2/5); the notation indicates that its chiral parts are comprised of chiral vertex operators in a sector labeled by X. Taking the OPE of W with E yields another field Φ X with dimensions (2/5,7/5), while the OPE with both W and W gives a field Φ XX of dimensions (7/5,7/5). Since these fields cannot be constructed from E with only the stress-energy tensor T , they are primary fields in the tetracritical Ising CFT. In other words, X is a descendant of when considering the entire W 3 algebra but is not a descendant under the Virasoro algebra. Indeed, it appears in the Kac table of the c = 4/5 minimal conformal field theory [1] . Similarly, the W field itself is a W 3 descendant, but not a Virasoro descendant of the identity field-which is to say one can clearly construct W from combinations of 1 and W 's, but not with T 's alone. Likewise, it also appears in the Kac table of primary fields. Table 2 enumerates the set of holomorphic chiral primaries and their scaling dimensions.
Parafermions
This subsection discusses the parafermion fields introduced above in greater depth. First, however, it is worth briefly digressing on the nature of physical fields. Not all physical fields need to be local; for example, the disorder field µ introduces a branch cut in space-time but proves to be very useful. The complete set of physical operators in the CFT includes semi-local fields that-like µ-contain a string that is invisible to the stress-energy tensor T far away. In operator language, such strings represent 'half' of a symmetry generator, as exemplified by the lattice operatorsμ b andμ b (which together yieldμ bμ b = Q † ). For identifying semi-local field combinations, it is useful to separate the holomorphic primary fields into two groups: [1] contains 1, ψ, and ψ † , while [ ] contains , σ, and σ † . Likewise, we divide the antiholomorphic fields into analogous groups denoted [1] and [¯ ] . The field Φ ff (along with its descendants) is then semi
. With the inclusion of semi-local fields the set of permissible primary fields expands beyond the six local primaries discussed in Sec. 3.1. Thus, combinations such as Φ ψ = ψ, Φ σ , Φ σX are all acceptable, but it appears that neither Φ ψ¯ or Φ 1 are physical as they involve fields from different sets. 4 With this in mind we turn now to the parafermion operators, which are particularly important since, for example, they provide a simple way of understanding the appearance of topological properties [15] . To begin identifying the link between their lattice and continuum realizations, recall from Sec. 2.3 that the lattice parafermion operators were defined as products of order and disorder operators, following Ref. [11] . Likewise, the holomorphic and antiholomorphic parafermion fields are naturally defined in conformal field theory by taking the operator product of order and disorder fields [10] ,
If only descendants of parafermion fields comprised the 'other terms' above, then the identification of the lattice analogues of the parafermions would be obvious. A main message of our paper is that this is not so. Rather, both of these operator products contain another field coming from a different sector,
where C 1 , C 2 are constants and the ellipses denote subleading terms. The operators Φ σ¯ and Φ σ are not discussed in Ref. [10] , but there is no obvious reason why they should be absent. For instance Φ σ¯ carries the same Z 3 and Z dual 3 charge as the parafermion field ψ. Section 6 confirms that these operators do in fact appear. This is particularly important given that Φ σ¯ has a smaller scaling dimension than ψ and thus constitutes the most singular term in the OPE's for the spin and disorder fields. Consequently the identification of the lattice analogues of the parafermions is subtler than is might first appear and requires a careful analysis of the discrete symmetries.
Symmetry properties of Z 3 CFT fields
In Sec. 2 we reviewed the symmetries of the three-state quantum Potts chain, and the corresponding transformation properties of lattice operators in the theory (recall Table 1 ). Here we sketch how one can leverage those results to deduce the symmetry properties of CFT fields at criticality. This exercise, the outcome of which appears in Table 3 , will prove instrumental in allowing us to complete our infrared/ultraviolet correspondence below.
It is simplest to begin with the local spin and disorder fields s and µ, which by definition are the continuum limits of the spin and disorder operatorsσ a andμ b (up to subleading corrections). All symmetry properties of those fields can therefore be immediately read off from those of the lattice operators. It turns out that this is the only link between the original Potts model and the CFT that we will need-the transformation properties of the remaining CFT fields can be inferred from consistency with OPE's. Consider, for instance, Eqs. (25) . It is obvious from these OPE's that ψ carries the same (known) Z 3 and Z dual 3 charges as s † µ, and with some care their transformations under C, P, T , and the dualities follow as well. We also note that all the neutral fields (Q 3 = Q dual 3 = 0) arise from OPEs between s and s † and thus their symmetry properties can be inferred from those of the spin fields. The charge of Φ σ¯ also follows as it arises from the OPE of E with the ψ field. In total this procedure allows one to fill in all rows of Table 3 .
Identifying local fields with lattice operators
We are now ready to begin addressing the most important issue of this paper-finding lattice operators in the critical three-state Potts chain that in the continuum limit yield particular fields in the corresponding Z 3 CFT. Here we find lattice realizations of local fields, which according to charges. The second column indicates which fields are primary while the third and fourth list the scaling dimension (h +h) and spin (h −h) of each. (A spin of ±1 means that the corresponding fields by themselves do not have well-defined spin; they can, however, be combined to yield fields with a spin of either +1 or −1, e.g., ∂ z s and ∂ z s) Remaining columns specify their symmetry properties. (We note that factors of ω, Q dual , and Q have been suppressed in the table.) The vertical ellipses denote fields of dimensions 2 + 4/5 which are not shown in the table.
our previous definition are those that are realizable in terms of local lattice operators (without strings). This case is therefore simpler than that of the non-local operators undertaken in the next section. In what follows we construct lattice realizations of each local primary CFT field as well as the energy-momentum tensor and the dimension (2/5,7/5) and (7/5,2/5) operators Φ X and Φ X¯ . We utilize the symmetries reviewed in Secs. 2 and 3 (together with integrability in one case) as a guiding principle and present density-matrix-renormalization-group (DMRG) simulations that verify our results; for some details on the method see the Appendix.
Section 3 discussed at length the local fields in the three-state Potts model that are both relevant and Lorentz invariant (rotationally invariant if the two dimensions are interpreted classically). They consist of the identity 1, the spin field s and its conjugate s † , the energy field E, and the parafermion bilinears ψψ and ψ †ψ † . In CFT language, these form the primary fields of the extended symmetry algebra with conformal spin zero (i.e., the scaling dimensions for the constituent right-and leftmoving components match). As we will detail shortly, however, this list does not exhaust the local, relevant fields here; there are others with conformal spin 1.
We already asserted that the spin field s represents the continuum counterpart of the lattice operatorσ a . Nevertheless it is worth making some additional remarks regarding the inevitability of this identification. Because s is both the most relevant operator and breaks Z 3 symmetry, essentially any lattice operator with the latter property will have as its leading component the spin field in the continuum limit (except in special cases where other symmetries preclude this field from appearing). As the nomenclature suggests, the simplest such operator is indeedσ a , which when diagonalized measures which of the three states is present on site a. The identityσ 3 a = 1 is also consistent with the operator product expansion of s. Finally, one can verify using DMRG that at criticality σ † a+rσ a ∼ r −4/15 for large r as shown in Fig. 1 , in agreement with the expansionσ a ∼ s. Symmetry also allows one to identify the lattice analogue of the energy field E-so named because when added to the action it changes the temperature in the two-dimensional classical Potts model. In the quantum chain, this simply corresponds to making f = J. The energy field is neutral under both Z 3 and Z dual 3
; even under C, T , and P; but odd under both dualities D and D . An appropriate combination of lattice operators sharing these symmetries is
Note that adding such a term uniformly to the critical Hamiltonian indeed shifts the system off of criticality, and into a either the ferromagnetic or paramagnetic phase depending on the sign of the coupling constant. The preceding identification of the spin and energy fields with lattice operators is fairly obvious and has long been known. The same is not true for the parafermion bilinears. For reference, the analogous fermion bilinear ψψ in the Ising model is precisely the energy field-they are not independent perturbations unlike in the present context. This is a succinct reason why the Ising model can be solved for any temperature; Hamiltonians composed of fermion bilinears are typically easily solvable, and hence their correlators can be readily computed. In the three-state Potts and other parafermion models, a parafermion bilinear is a much more complicated object distinct from the energy field. In fact, it does not even preserve the Z 3 symmetry (or more generally the Z q symmetry in the q-state Potts case with q > 2). Moreover, it shares the the same symmetry properties as the spin field yet exhibits a larger scaling dimension. When constructing a lattice analogue one therefore must effectively subtract off the bits that would scale onto the spin field. Doing this by brute force seems prohibitively difficult.
Luckily, in all parafermion models integrability provides a means of finding a lattice analogue of the parafermion bilinears. Consider a perturbed Z q parafermion CFT described by the continuum Hamiltonian
Here H CFT is the Hamiltonian at criticality while the λ term breaks the Z q symmetry (except in the Ising case). This field theory is integrable and is analyzed in depth in Ref. [24] . Remarkably, there also exists an integrable Z q -breaking deformation [34] of the corresponding critical self-dual lattice models [22] . These lattice Hamiltonians are known explicitly, and the quantum Hamiltonians can be extracted by taking a particular anisotropic limit. For the three-state Potts model corresponding to q = 3, taking the limit very close to criticality yields with H crit corresponding to the critical Potts chain and Λ a 'small' parameter. Comparing with Eq. (27) , it is natural to identify the lattice analogue of ψ(x)ψ(x) + h.c. aŝ B +B † . The part corresponding to ψ(x)ψ(x) alone (rather than to its Hermitian conjugate) is fixed uniquely by the Z 3 charge, givingB a ∼ ψψ.
The combination of lattice operators on the left indeed satisfies the same symmetry properties as ψψ given in Table 3 -but importantly also those of the spin field (which again has a smaller scaling dimension). To solidify this correspondence it is thus crucial to verify that correlations ofB a obey the proper scaling relation. We have checked using DMRG on the Potts chain that the two-point function B † a+rB a evaluated in the ground state falls off as r −8/3 ; see Fig. 1 . Thus the lattice operatorB a indeed has dimension 4/3-just like ψψ-which completes the proof of Eq. (30) .
We have now found lattice analogues of all the relevant rotationally invariant fields in the three-state Potts model. There are, however, other interesting fields that are chiral-i.e., not parity-invariant, or rotationally invariant in the two-dimensional classical model-yet possess integer conformal spin and hence remain local. As described in Sec. 3 there is an integer-spin symmetry generator W , and taking the operator product of this with rotationally invariant fields can yield chiral fields with integer spin.
The most interesting of these are the chiral self-dual fields Φ X¯ and Φ X , which come from the leading term in the OPE of W with the energy field [see Eq. (23)]. These fields respectively possess left and right dimensions of (2/5, 7/5) and (7/5, 2/5), and each remains invariant under one of the dualities D, D but is odd under the other. 5 Constructing the simplest lattice operators with these 5 Since D takesβL toβ † L (with a phase), it must take ψ to ψ † while leaving the antiholomorphic sectors unchanged. In effect, D swaps ψ and ψ † (and also σ and σ † ) and thus behaves as charge conjugation acting only in the holomorphic sector. For consistency, charge conjugation must also be accompanied by the negation of the W3 descendant fields W properties suggests the following correspondence [35] 
To confirm this identification, we used DMRG to compute the two-point function of the lattice operators above in the ground state of the Potts chain. Our data plotted in Fig. 1 show that indeed the operators in Eqs. (31) have dimension 9/5-consistent with the field expansions on the right-hand side. An additional convincing argument for these lattice analogues follows from the two-dimensional classical chiral Potts lattice model [35] -a chiral-symmetry-breaking deformation of the usual Potts model that preserves self-duality, is integrable, and has striking non-renormalization properties [38] . By analyzing its behavior under 90-degree rotations of the square lattice, it follows that the perturbing operator has conformal spin ±1 in the continuum limit, as do Φ X¯ and Φ X [35] . In the quantum Hamiltonian limit this deformation arises upon including phase factors in the ferromagnetic and transverse-field couplings, e.g.,τ † a +τ a → e iφτ † a + e −iφτ a in the latter. Adding either of the lattice operators in Eqs. (31) uniformly to the Hamiltonian introduces precisely such chiral phases, which makes the field correspondence above rather natural.
Finally, using the combination of parity P, time-reversal T , and charge conjugation C, we deduce lattice operators corresponding to the left-and right-moving pieces of the stress-energy tensor, T and T . Since the continuum Hamiltonian is proportional to dx(T + T ), one expects that
where E 0 is the ground state energy per site at criticality (when J = f = 1, E 0 ≈ −2.4360).
Subtracting the ground-state energy cancels the identity piece from the field expansion on the right side of Eq. (32). This identification is consistent with all discrete symmetries. Finding T − T is trickier. Notice first that there are eight fields in Table 3 that carry no charges (Q 3 = Q dual 3 = 0) and possess scaling dimensions ≤ 2. However, only the combination T − T is odd under both parity and time-reversal but invariant under charge conjugation. The following lattice operator also satisfies such symmetry properties and thus should include T − T as its most relevant term,
As an additional check, we found using the DMRG that the cross correlator R bŜb+r vanishes, consistent with the field assignments in Eqs. (32) and (33) . The chiral stress-energy tensor therefore appears through some linear combination ofR andŜ. Remarkably, the DMRG numerics show that R bRb+r = Ŝ bŜb+r within numerical error; hence the constant of proportionality for Eq. (33) is equal in magnitude to that of Eq. (32) . Combining the two lattice operators above then allows us to extract T and T individually, i.e.,
We cannot determine which sign corresponds to T ,T from two-point correlators alone, but it is in principle possible to distinguish them via three-point correlators, similar to the technique explained and X. We can therefore distinguish these fields from their parent fields 1, with appropriate analysis under both dualities, which are listed in Table 3 .
in Sec. 6. We also note that bR b defined above is not invariant under duality. Thus we may define an alternative operatorR a = D[R a−1/2 ] whose leading field is also T −T . This illustrates the fact that the lattice analogue of a given field is not unique; in fact, we have found yet another lattice analogue of T −T :
To get the lattice operator dominated by a spatial derivative of any field, we can simply take the lattice difference of the corresponding operator. For example,σ a+1 −σ a ∼ ∂ x s. Taking the commutator with the Hamiltonian Eq. (1) similarly yields the time derivative. Thus, [H,σ a ] ∝ ωσ aτa − ω 2σ a τ † a ∼ ∂ t s, as displayed and confirmed in Fig. 1 .
Chiral CFT fields and semi-local lattice operators
In this section we turn to the more difficult task of identifying lattice analogues of non-local CFT fields. The chiral parafermions ψ,ψ comprise the most interesting examples, since the corresponding continuum fields are holomorphic and anti-holomorphic, of conformal spin ±2/3. We explain how to "separate" them from the non-holomorphic fields Φ σ¯ and Φ σ of conformal spin ∓1/3. Combined with the correspondences derived in the previous section, we will then have obtained lattice analogues of all physical fields in the Z 3 CFT with scaling dimension ≤ 2.
As described in the introduction, the non-local field case is interesting both for formal and for physical reasons. The solution is nontrivial since the expansion of any local combination of the originalσ a andτ a Potts operators can be treated using methods of the previous section, and is guaranteed to involve purely local fields. Evidently these are the 'wrong' degrees of freedom to utilize when seeking realizations of non-local fields on the lattice. Equation (25) provides a clue for how to remedy this problem. Namely, since the parafermion fields are defined through the OPE of spin and disorder fields, the 'correct' representation should involve products of the original Potts operators and their duals (like the lattice parafermion operators introduced in Sec. 2.3). These combinations are non-local-though they are semi-local-and hence need not involve local CFT fields in their expansion.
Let us then deduce the field expansion of the lattice parafermionβ R,a defined in Eqs. (17) . Comparing the Z 3 and Z dual 3 charges listed in Tables 1 and 3 , we know that the only physical fields that can appear in the expansion areψ (scaling dimension 2/3), Φ σ (dimension 7/15), and their descendants. Since Φ σ has the smallest scaling dimension in this set, finding an appropriate lattice operator that yieldsψ as its leading piece naively seems difficult. A very similar state of affairs arose in Sec. 4 when we determined the lattice analogue of the (local) parafermion bilinear ψψ; recall Eq. (30) . In that context, ψψ also carried the same charges as another, more relevant field: s. Finding a lattice realization of the former then required using integrability to effectively eliminate a contribution from the latter. Quite surprisingly, the situation is much cleaner for the single chiral parafermionψ, as symmetry alone allows one to isolate ψ and Φ σ .
Duality symmetry provides an appealing way to see this. The crucial point is thatψ is even under D whereas Φ σ is odd. A simple way of understanding why comes from the fusion rulē ψ ×¯ ∼σ. The quantum number for Φ σ therefore must be the composite of those forψ and the energy field E = Φ ¯ . The latter is odd under D, because adding it to the action perturbs the system into the high-or low-temperature phases, with duality exchanging the two. Thus Φ σ and ψ indeed have opposite signs under duality.
On the lattice, D takes the sum S odd = a∈Zβ R,2a−1 to S even = a∈Zβ R,2a and vice-versa, so that the superpositions S odd ± S even possess eigenvalue ±1 under D. Thus it is natural to anticipate 
One can recast these equations more compactly aŝ
where c 1 and c 2 denote non-universal constants. An essentially identical argument utilizing D instead of D suggests an analogous expansion forβ L,a :
The remaining symmetries C, P, and T simply enforce that the coefficients c j , d j are real and satisfy c j = d j . Figure 2 plots the two-point correlation function of the lattice operator in Eq. (36) as a function of separation r obtained from DMRG. The correlator exhibits algebraic decay proportional to r −4/3 in precise agreement with the right-hand side (again,ψ has scaling dimension 2/3). We have thus succeeded in identifying a lattice analogue of the chiral parafermion fields ψ and ψ. To further confirm that we have "separated" ψ from Φ σ , we also plot in Fig. 2 the two-point correlator for the lattice operator in Eq. (37) . This indeed decays as r −14/15 , consistent with the 7/15 scaling dimension of Φ σ .
We close this section with some comments.
(i ) At the critical point J = f the lattice parafermion Hamiltonian (18) takes the form of a uniform chain with larger translational symmetry than the original Potts model. That is, the unit cell for the parafermion chain is effectively halved at criticality-a consequence of duality symmetry. From this point of view Eqs. (38) and (39) indicate that the dominant piece of the lattice parafermion operators occurs at momentum π, with a subleading piece at zero momentum. When averaged over many lattice spacings the dominant momentum-π component gets 'smeared out', leaving only the chiral parafermions.
(ii ) Additional useful insight into the expansions can be obtained from CPT symmetry. Notice from Table 1 that the combination of CPT takes 'odd' parafermionsβ R,2Z+1 to 'even' parafermionŝ β R,2Z , modulo the uniform phase factor ωQ † . Hence the left sides of Eqs. (36) and (37) are both eigenvectors under the action of CPT , with eigenvalues that differ by a minus sign. Acting on fields, CPT behaves similarly to a π rotation in the space-time plane. Since the spins ofψ and Φ σ , −2/3 and 1/3 respectively, differ by 1, the right sides of Eqs. (36) and (37) also incur a relative minus sign under CPT .
(iii ) As in all of our lattice/field correspondences, Eqs. (36) and (37) hold up to subleading terms. Both lattice operators contain further contributions consisting of symmetry-allowed descendants ofψ and Φ σ . Interestingly, CPT symmetry allows us to also extract the second-most-relevant contribution in each field expansion. The subleading term in Eq. (36) contains first descendants of Φ σ , such as ∂ x Φ σ , ∂ t Φ σ , and Φ Xσ , with scaling dimensions 22/15, while the subleading terms in Eq. (37) are ∂ xψ and ∂ tψ , both with scaling dimensions 5/3. Therefore, the cross-correlator of the two expression would be dominated by ∂Φ σ from Eq. (36) and Φ σ from Eq. (37), decaying as r −29/15 . Figure 2 shows agreement with this assessment.
(iv ) We should emphasize that it is generally not possible to infer the lattice analogue of chiral fields (e.g., ψ) from simply knowing the lattice analogue of local fields composed of left-and rightmovers (e.g., ψψ). This should be clear by contrasting Eqs. (30) and (36) . Even simpler examples arise from products of left and right lattice parafermion operators; for instance, up to conserved quantities we have ωβ R,2aβL,2a ∝σ a ∼ s(a). A naive reading of these relations would incorrectly suggest thatβ R,2a ∼σ andβ L,2a ∼ σ, where σ,σ are the chiral components of the spin field s = Φ σσ . 6 (v ) Conversely-and perhaps more surprisingly-one can not generally back out lattice analogues of local fields (e.g., ψψ) from knowledge of lattice realizations of chiral fields (e.g., ψ). Equations (30) and (36) again clearly illustrate the point. The expansion of (β L,2a−1 +β L,2a )(β R,2a−1 + β R,2a ) ∝σ a (ωτ a + ω 2τ 2 a − 1) involves s-far more relevant than ψψ-despite the fact that the leading terms in brackets individually yield ψ andψ. By expanding multiplicands,
we see that OPE's involving the subleading terms can in fact generate terms more relevant than ψψ. (For example, ∂Φ σ¯ ×ψ → Φ σσ + . . . .) The actual lattice manifestation of ψψ is therefore much more complicated than this simple product, as seen from Eq. (30).
The order-disorder operator product expansion
The 'dictionary' we sought to construct that relates lattice operators in the three-state Potts model to Z 3 CFT fields is now complete (at least for fields that are relevant or marginal at criticality). There remains, however, one important result quoted earlier that we wish to now substantiate.
In particular, in Sec. 3.2 we claimed that the parafermion fields ψ andψ do not actually provide the dominant term in the OPE for the spin and disorder fields. Here we will show using precise numerics that [as given in Eqs. (25) ] the correct OPE instead reads
We adopt the normalization convention that Φ ff (z, z)Φ † ff (0, 0) = z −2h z −2h where the field Φ ff carries dimensions (h,h). With this convention, the second coefficient is known to be C 2 = 1/ √ 3 [10] , while we conjecture the first to be exactly
The OPE for s † and µ † then follows from parity. Importantly, the above equation implies that Φ σ¯ , which has scaling dimension 7/15 < 2/3, constitutes the leading fusion product of s † and µ.
We begin with a heuristic argument for Eq. (41) . Recall that the 'left' lattice parafermion operators are defined byβ L,2a
That is, up to factors of ω these operators differ in that the disorder stringμ sits to the left ofσ on odd parafermion sites but to the right ofσ on even sites. (As mentioned earlier the stringμ b is related toμ b by a conserved quantity: µ b = Qμ b .) It is thus instructive to consider the analogous quantities in the continuum limit, where the spin field approaches the disorder field from the left or right (at equal times). Eq. (41) yields s † (δ)µ(0) = κ 1 Φ σ¯ + κ 2 ψ + . . . , where δ is real, positive and small; κ 1,2 are constants. To fuse the fields from the opposite direction we continue this equation to real negative argument; this gives ω 2 s † (−δ)µ(0) = −κ 1 Φ σ¯ + κ 2 ψ + . . . . The important observation is that the operator product acquires an extra minus sign when fusing from the left versus right. This sign appears whether the continuation is clockwise or counterclockwise in the complex plane; the different continuations correspond only to different factors of ω. Taking symmetric and antisymmetric linear combinations s † (δ)µ(0)±ω 2 s † (−δ)µ(0) thus isolates either the parafermion field or Φ σ¯ , which is entirely consistent with our previously established lattice operator/field correspondence given in Eqs. (39) .
Given the caveats discussed at the end of the previous section [particularly comment (v)], it is nevertheless worthwhile to supply direct numerical evidence of Eq. (41) . To this end we numerically compute 3-point correlators ofσ † a ,μ 1/2 , andb ± x on the lattice, where the last of these is defined aŝ
Equations (36) and (37) tell us their field expansion:
with f + and f − constants. Conceptually speaking, one then expects the following equivalence between the lattice correlators and equal-time 3-point correlators in the Z 3 parafermion CFT, decays as x −4/3 . In light of the preceding discussion we can thus conclude that the lattice operatorσ † aμ 1/2 contains both ψ and Φ σ¯ field components. This fact alone does not imply anything about the OPE of the fields s † and µ, however, as the presence of 7 Note that components of ψ inÔ would yield a power law x −7/3 in the correlator, asb − contains ∂xψ † but not ψ † . This would generate the second subleading correction to the x −14/15 scaling.
Φ σ¯ may arise from OPE's between the less relevant terms withinσ † andμ ; see comment (v) from Sec. 5. Rather, we must additionally examine the behavior of the correlators as a function of a to determine the structure of the OPE. We therefore extract from our data the a-dependent coefficient for the leading term in each lattice correlator, . Similar logic allows one to deduce the scaling form of c ψ (a), which again is the coefficient of ψ withinσ † aμ 1/2 . Assuming that the modified OPE in Eq. (41) holds, we therefore obtain the following scaling ansatz for the coefficients, Interestingly, we can further extract from our numerics the coefficients C 1 and C 2 appearing in the OPE. Via fits to the 2-point correlators ofσ,μ, andb ± operators, we find the scale factorŝ
Moreover, fitting to the 3-point correlator data shown in Figs To motivate our conjecture for C 1 , we use insights from the tetracritical Ising CFT. Because the two CFT's are related by orbifolding, their respective operators and their products are also related. We denote the primary fields in the tetracritical Ising model φ p,q , where p and q are Kac labels-integers obeying 1 ≤ p ≤ 4, 1 ≤ q ≤ 5, and p + q ≡ 0 (mod 2). The fields s and µ in the Potts CFT are related to φ 3,3 , all having the same scaling dimension 2/15. The OPE of φ 3,3 with itself contains all the fields φ 1,3 , φ 1,5 , φ 3,1 , φ 3,3 , and φ 3,5 . The first three correspond to 1, ψ, and W , while the latter three map to X, σ, and , respectively. Thus it is reasonable to expect that the OPE in the Potts CFT between s and µ consists of both ψ and fields, and that the coefficients are also related to those of the tetracritical Ising model. Indeed, our conjecture can alternatively be phrased as
1/2 , where C (p ,q ) (p,q),(p ,q ) are structure coefficients for the tetracritical Ising CFT given in Ref. [39] . This could presumably be derived explicitly by working out four-point functions following Ref. [40] ; however, we believe our numerical check is convincing.
Conclusions
Over the course of this paper we illustrated how one can make a remarkable amount of progress in connecting fields in a Z 3 parafermion conformal field theory to microscopic lattice operators in the three-state Potts model. Indeed, we constructed lattice analogues of all local fields with scaling dimensions ≤ 2, only some of which were previously known. This includes the individual components T andT of the energy-momentum tensor (their sum is of course trivial and given by the Hamiltonian); we believe this represents the first example of a lattice analogue for these components in an interacting field theory. Just as interesting, we also found lattice realizations of the relevant chiral primary fields including the physically important parafermions. 8 By Hermitian conjugation and/or dualizing our lattice operators we can in fact construct analogues for all 18 primaries! Outside of simple free theories like the Ising model, obtaining such correspondences is notoriously difficult-especially for chiral fields since by definition their lattice counterparts must be non-local.
One important application of these results is that they allow one to controllably access exotic two-dimensional topologically ordered phases starting from weakly coupled chains. Suppose that in the decoupled-chain limit a system is characterized by a Hamiltonian H 0 = y H crit y , where H crit y is the Hamiltonian for a critical chain y of lattice parafermion operators of the type we have studied here. The low-energy physics of the chains is then well-known-each one is described by a Z 3 parafermion conformal field theory. Understanding the fate of the system in the presence of weak interchain perturbations δH generally poses a highly nontrivial problem due to the absence of a free-particle description. However, the ultraviolet-infrared correspondences we have derived allow one to quite generally expand δH in terms of continuum fields, thereby 'filtering out' the unimportant high-energy physics. This approach was used in Ref. [14] -where Eqs. (38) and (39) were first quoted-along with Ref. [41] to construct phases supporting Fibonacci anyons. Without this filtering procedure the physics would be much more obscure, presumably requiring sophisticated numerics to sort out. Interestingly, it is even possible to study from the lattice point of view the perturbed conformal field theories giving rise to this 'Fibonacci phase'. Viewing the problem from this lens gives great insight into the universal topological properties of the two-dimensional system, but in the framework of trivially solvable one-dimensional models [42] .
While a completely general method for mirroring strongly interacting field theories on the lattice remains unclear, our approach does suggest a strategy for profitably attacking other nontrivial examples. It is worth emphasizing, for instance, how far symmetry took us in establishing our lattice operator/CFT field dictionary. The basic requirement was a link between the spin and disorder fields s, µ to the lattice spin and disorder operatorsσ a ,μ b . The identificationσ a ∼ s and µ b ∼ µ at criticality is easily guessed but could instead have been uniquely inferred by computing two-point lattice correlators numerically. This simple correspondence then allowed us to transcribe how microscopic symmetries of the quantum Potts chain transform not just s and µ, but in fact all of the physical primary fields (one can infer the symmetry properties of the others through consistency with operator product expansions). Much of our dictionary-including the chiral operators-can be assembled by carefully matching the quantum numbers carried by the lattice and continuum fields. We also note that symmetry considerations strongly suggest the correction to the operator product expansion for s, µ that we introduced, though numerics was ultimately necessary to make a compelling case.
In some cases, however, symmetry alone proves insufficient for identifying lattice analogues of continuum fields. Suppose that two fields F 1 and F 2 both transform in the same way under all symmetries as a pair of lattice operatorsÔ andÔ ; moreover, let F 2 be less relevant than F 1 . Symmetry then predicts the generic expansionsÔ ∼ a 1 F 1 + a 2 F 2 + . . . andÔ ∼ a 1 F 1 + a 2 F 2 + . . . only up to (unknown) non-universal coefficients a 1,2 and a 1,2 . Finding the precise linear combination of lattice operators that kills the F 1 bit, leaving the less-relevant F 2 as the leading piece, requires additional input. Such a scenario arose here in the context of the parafermion bilinear ψψ, which transforms identically to the more relevant spin field. In this case integrability provided the tool necessary for constructing a lattice equivalent of ψψ. A similar challenge arose for the stressenergy tensor; there we supplemented symmetry with numerics to back out lattice analogues of the individual components T andT .
The above methodology appears rather general. It is plausible that symmetry combined with numerics and integrability provides a sufficient toolkit for bridging any nontrivial conformal field theory with an appropriate lattice model. For simplicity we have focused on quantum chains, but these methods also should allow the determination of field analogues in the corresponding twodimensional classical systems. This would allow contact with results on operators representing various non-local geometric observables in the Potts models [43] . Potentially these results may prove useful as well in finding operators satisfying the full set of lattice Cauchy-Riemann equations. size scaling for exact diagonalization/Monte Carlo techniques. We note that the correlation length ξ scales algebraically with χ, as do the computation cost for DMRG; therefore the computation resources for finite entanglement scaling is a polynomial function of the effective system size. Figure 4 shows the scaling of ξ as a funtion of χ. The purple data set was taken while enforcing Z 3 symmetry of the ground state, while the blue data set allows for a state with spontaneously broken symmetry. Both sets of simulations approach criticality with increasing χ, but from the ferromagnetic/paramagnetic directions for the blue/purple data. This provides an effective way to extract observables (i.e., correlation functions) at criticality.
